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Man dies after East Side shooting
Police suspect possible gang involvement

by Eric J. Hedlund
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A night of violence with possible gang
connections ended in the slaying of a 20-yearold man Sunday morning, according ro the SL

Cloud Police Department.
A suspect in the sh~ng was arrested a
short time later.

The · victim,

identified

as Anthony

Tallaforia Robinson, Chicago, was found at
about 12:30 a.m: Sunday lying near a brown

four-door Pontiac Bonneville on the street in
the 400 block of Riverside Drive SE in St.
Cloud, suffering from a gunshot wound,
according to police refX)rts.
Robinson was taken to the St. Cloud
Hospita], where he died.
Also at the scene were the passengers of
the vehicle; a 21-year-old man, an 18-year-

old man and a 17-year-old boy.
Poli~e reports did not indicate the

passengers were injured.
1be suspect, identified as Jerome Jones,
21, SL Cloud, was found in a vehicle in the
100 block of Fifth Avenue South. Also found
in the vehicle was a .38 caliber Smith and
Wesson revolver, which is believed to be the
murder weapon, police said, and three
juvenile girls.
Results of forensics tests on the revolver
have not yet beeri returned, said Capt.

Leonard Smallwood, public information
officer for the SL Cloud Police Department.
Jones was arrested and taken to the Benton
County Jail. He is being held there pending
review of the case by ,the Benton County
Attorney's Office.
Charges against Jones have not yet been
filed, according to SmaJlwood.
"Right now he's being held on probable
cause," he. said.

Library
the place
to be for
St. Cloud
youth

Student
senate
fills
seats
Low attendance
cancels meeting
after recess

by Stephanie Ogden
Another Thursday evening
comes. What to do? "Must See TV"
is alw3/s a possibility. No?
There were plenty of younger
individuals who had no -problem
deciding how to spend their
Thursday evening.
Thirty-seven area youngsters
knew the St. Cloud Public Library
was the place to beApriJ.17.
They covered the floor of the

by Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER

'

Last Thursday, the student
g5)vemment meeting was short but
productive as three positions were
filled.
IntemaJ ancl external finance
chair elections were held during last
Thursday's · student government
meeting. Chief Justice Troy Temke,
senior, directed the question and
answered session.
Freshman Amy Hanson, c~mpus
affairs senator, won the election for
internal finance chair.
"I have been a member since
winter quarter involved in finance
and it has been fun. I have learned a
lot. If I am elected internal finance
chair, I am aware of the amount of
paperwork it involves. I prefer
internal over external because it
allows me to be in the office more
and work with people," said
Hanson.
Junior James Crary, student
government member, won the
external finance chair election.
Crary has served on the finance
committee before and feels his
expe~ence will be valuable.
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Julia Peterson/PH(ff() EDffOR

Melvin George 11 performs during the liPB sponsored Comedy Night Friday in Kimberly Ritsche
Auditorium.

s~:;:d \: :::;
sleeping bags or settled in mom or
dad's lap, all were there for the
same reason, to be a part of Sleepy
Time Story Hour.
This was quite possibly the main
attraction of National Library
Week, at the public library in St.
Cloud. Kids were encom::aged to
bring their stuffed animals, pillows,
and Beanie Babies.
Armed with juice and animal
crackers the kids enjoyed stories
such ru;, "Ten Sleepy Sheep," and
"Napping House," all told by Chris
Jahnke, the children's librarian.
"We tried to select stories that
would calm the kids, and still
be
fun" explains
Jahnke.

Go TO LIBRARY, PAGE 7 •
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groups sponsored by the SCSU Department of
Mathematics,

133, in an effort to improve these courses.
The department will ask what factors help

Southwest State, at home.

studencs succeed in these courses, how faculty

Softball

can help future students in these classes,
feedback for the faculty and ideas for
improvement.

C

arrested for assault
with wooden club

SCSU staff will haVe the opportunity to be
sensitized to the life faced by low income men,

St. Cloud police officers responded to a call at
a west s·t. Cloud residence and were infonned by
a 28:year-old St. Cloud female she was allegedly
assaulted by a male with a wooden club last
Tuesday.
The female showed signs of injury but
refused medical treatment.
Arrested for second degree assault and
currently being held in the SteamS County Jail is
a 45-year-okl St. Cloud male, Harvey James
Benoit. No further infonnation is available at this
time.

Poverty," a workshop · organized by a
collaboration of local agencies.
Carol Raabe will facilitate this workshop for
all staff levels on May 6, from 8:30 a.m. to noon
at St. Cloud Technical College.
Raabe, budset and contract manager of
energy programs for the Minnesota Department
of Economic Security, will help participants
increase their understanding of poverty's realities
and the stereotypes associated with poverty.
The workshop costs ·$5.50 per person. It Is
open to the public. Register by May 1 by calling
United Way of St. Cloud.

opinionsaboutexperiencesinMath 120,131 and

1 p.m. SCSU vs.

workshop on realities
of poverty
women and children through, 'The Realities of

The first meeting is at I p.m. Thursday in
ECC 126. The second meeting is scheduled for
April 29 from 3 to 4 p.m.
The focus groups' purpose is to get student

Baseball

~

Department of
Mathematics to host
focus groups
Everyone is invited to participate in two focus

'Spymob'
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CAMPUS & CoMMUNTIY
United Way to host
45-year-old man

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

Tuesday,

3 p.m. SCSU vs. Mankato
State, at home.

Women's Tennis

STATE

3 .p.m. SCSU at St. Ben's.

WEDNESDAY
'Visual Pen Pal'
Exhibit
3 p.m. AMC Gallery.
Opening reception. Program
will run- from April 23-May 14.

Les Barker Workshop
and Lecture
The workshop will be in
AMC Glacier Room, with the
reading to follow in The

al.Jarry.
Baseball
1p.m. SCSU at Bemidji

State.
Softball
3 p.m. SCSU at North
Dakota State.

THURSDAY
'Zoo! Suit'
6 p.m. The movie, "Zoot
Suit" is playing in the AMC
Little Theatre. The film will
ats0 be showing Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and then
at {? p.m. again on Sunday.

Flood problems
grow in North
Dakota,
Minnesota
After several levees collapsed
on Friday, Conditions grew 'worse
over the weekend in Grand Forks
and improved slightly in Fargo,
N.D.
The Red River dropped two
inches in Fargo, but rose upriver in
Grand Forks. A section of Highway
81 in Fargo was removed and a
ditch was cut in order to contain
flooding.
·
The Grand Forks water supply is
tainted, ana 75% of the city's
population, 30,000 people, are
under mandatory evacuation.

& NATION

Across the Red in East Orand
Forks, Minn., all 8,600 residents
were ordered to leave.
The
mayor
placed
the
mandatory evacuation areas under a
24 hour curfew, and members o(the
National Guard are patrolling the
areas.
A multi-block fire broke out late
Saturday afternoon in the flooded
downtown. Firefighters were not
able to reach the building because
of the water. Instead, they flew over
in airplanes and dropped fire
retardant chemicals on the building. ·
Later, helicopters did water drops
over the burning areas. Firefighters
reportedly had it under control
Sunday night.
The Red was 25 feet over floodstage as of Sunda}' night. A 54-foot
crest is expected to be reached
today.

IN HlsTORY•.•
30

years ago...

John Oxton took over as
wrestling coach of the Huskies for
Ken Cox, who took a leave of
absence to do graduate work.
The previous year Oxton had
been assistant wrestling coach at the
University of North Dakota.
Oxton is still with SCSU as a
faculty member of the physical
education department. He no longer
cqaches the wrestling team. He
currently oversees the athletic
coaching minor program.

uni\l~ityCiironicle(USPS

The University of North Dakota
cancelled classes thi"ee weeks early,
alld sent all the students packing.
After students left, the campus was
inundated with water. Volunteers
attempted to save equipment and
irreplaceable documents by moving
them to higher ground.
In the northwestern comer of
Polk County, mandatory evacuation
is also taking place.

Twin Cities no
longer a better
place to live
According to an annual survey
of Twin
Cities
residents,
Minneapolis-St. Paul is dropping
steadily in the rankings as a much
better place to live.
·
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CoRRECITONS
NCC Tournament at home. ·
University Chronicle will
National Tennis Center. Time
correct errors occurring within its
to be announced. ·
pages. If you feel you have found an
error, please call (320) 255-4086.
To submit infonnation for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498
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FRIDAY

For the second year in a row, less
than 50% of 803 residents of the
Twin Cities said the Twin Cities
was a much better place to live than
other cities around the U.S.
The survey released Friday
showed 95% of the people who
responded still rate the Twin Cities
as slightly better than other areas of
the country.
·
The downward shift from
excellent to slightly better could be
attributed to many reasons,
including the fact that the survey
was done in February, during a
particularly long winter.
For the sixth straight year crime
was listed as the most important
problem facing Minn~apolis-St.
Paul.
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Speaker challenges
how ·s ociety treats
children
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

The Institute of Critical
Pedagogy and Children's Rights
hosted Donaldo Macedo to
speak to an audience in
Kimberly A. RitscheAuditorium

Thursday evening.
Macedo is a professor of
English and also the graduate
program director of bilingual
and English as a second

1960's. The video discussed
unequal education in the public
school system and showed
students who felt it was their.
responsibilty to call these
injllStices to the attention .of

school boards and
community leaders.

other

"When you hire minority
folks in a token way ·they will
just represent that narrow
group," Macedo said. "You need
to move beyond aesthetics as a

language studies at the core meaning."
University of Massachusetts~
Tolerance is not an end, but a
Boston.e is the author of the beginning and the challenge is to
book,
respect and
"Literacies
••
accept those
of Power:
-who are not
What
of
your
Americans
cultural

:;:.,w,t~~
Know,'' who

":r

!:f:c~n
society's
treatment of
its youth and

:~!~:!

We're trying to

face issues which .
directly affect
children.

.

Ramon .Serrano

~:~~~"~~
Macedo.
tryi:;~~7ace
issues which
directly
affect

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
. ~~~a;e:ro:~
groups in __T_EA_C_H_ER_DEV_EL_O_PM_ENT__ m
our
general. He
society,''-said
discussed
Ramon Serrano, an assistant
how individuals feel ooth within professor
of
Teacher

;:u;~tside ,o~ the~~?,-cultural ~v~~\>;::s~!~;:•~•~-Macedo
began
' his~ n' Macedo said society needs to
presentation with a video become less ugly and _more
depicti ng the Chicano youth beautiful. A pedagogy of hope,
uprising in California during the SOmething that points us to the

truth is needed
"Race is important, but it's
not all there is. Gender is
important, but ·it's not all there
is," Macedo said. 'Those issues
are important, but you need to
analyze other social issues.
Tolerance is about feeling good.
,we need to go beyond toleration
and feeling good."
Serrano ~·opes to get
additional funding to bring rrt9re
speakers of national scope to
SCSU next year.
The Institute of Critical
Pedagogy and.Children's Rights
has hosted three speakers this
year travelling from universities"
including the University of
Massachu5:1!US and Pennsylvania
State University.
According to Serrano, who
helped organize Macedo's visit
to SCSU, the goals of the
Institute are to set up seminars,
to host speakers and to Cf!ucate
the public about pedagogical
issues.
According to Serrano, these
speakers are critical theorists
and their work surrounds
critiquing aspects of society and
how it treats it's youth and larger
segments of the population.
Other .speakers which the
Institute has hosted include
Sonya Nieto from ·the Universi!Y'
of Massachusetts who discussed
Multicultural Education and
Henry
Giroux
from
Pennsylvania State University.

~DI/ Anderson/STA.FF PHOTOGRAPHER

Donaldo Mac:edoi professor of English·and graduate program director
for bilingual and English as a second language studies at the University
of Massachusetts-Boston, spoke Thursday evening in Kimbe~y A.
Rilsche Auditorium.

·Millions in aid awarded-to lying students
status, which most likely increased their widespread the fraud is. It did not allow the
eligibility for Pell Grants. Students in this department to reveal the· names of the
category were awarded more than $1.9 students either to the pu~lic or the schools
While education officials have always million in Pell Grants.
where the Pell Grants were applied.
known some college students falsify
The audit also referred to four unnamed
Currently. the department relies on
documents to get Pell Grarits, it is only· students who stood out because they'had "the colleges to verify that students submit
rece11t1y that they have been able to detennine greatest income discrepancies" between their accurate data on their student-aid fonns.
the extent of the lies.
•·
tax fonns and student-aid fonns. Three of the Federal law requires colleges to verify key
A new stu,dy revealed more than 100,000 four students received full PCII Grants; the eligibility infonnation for at least 30 percent
college students received Pell Grants during other was awarded a grant slightly below the of their students who receive federal aid.
the 1995-96 school year who should have $2,400 maximum.
But while many colleges require aid
never received the free federal money.
The parents of the four
applicants to submit
According to the U.S. Department of students reported family
copies of their family's
Education's Office of Inspector General, incomes to the IRS
federal income tax fomi,
college students lied about their family ranging from $646,720 to
the colleges have "no
income to get the award money.
$1,306,913. During the
assurances" that the
The Inspector General's office also same
period,
three (Students who lie)
fonns are the same as
reported colleges, by themselves, have no students reported zero
those sent to the lRS, the
way of di!;Couraging the practice.
earnings on their studenttake money away report said.
"We knew some people were lying, based aid applications and the
"Sometimes people
people who submit fake 1040s. There
on our past criminal investigations where we fourth reported just over
have found students had lied," said Patrick $7,000.
are
marketing co~panies
'don't have a,ry
Howard, director of student financial
Another
unnamed
that are in the business of
assistance programs for the Office of· student reported no
producing fraudulent tax
money
Inspector General at the Department of income on the student-aid
returns,''
Inspector
Education. "We just had no idea of the application, even though
General Thomas Bloom
Leslie Gray
magnitude."
the IRS found the SiuDENT,. HAROLD WASHINGTON
told legislators in March.
Working with the Internal Revenue student's family reported
Bloom testified during a
. Cclu.EGE
Service, the Inspector General's office more than $1.3 million in
hearing
before
a
compared family incomes reported on adjusted gross income on
subcommittee of the
students' financial-aid applications with those their tax return. The student, although his House Committee on Govennent Refonn and
reported on their parents' federal tax records. identity is known · to the IRS, can't be Oversight.
1ne audit showed the government gave prosecuted, Howard says.
·Bloom said many coll~g~ are too time$109 million more than they should have to at
In fact, none,of the students who received and cash-strapped to investigate whether the
least 102,ooo ·students in 1995-96 because Pell Grant money will be prosecuted.
financial infonnation submitted by students is
students either failed to report or
"At this point, we cannot go after them · fraudulent.
underreported their income.
criminally, although we'd love to,'' Howard
Bloom recommended the federal
In addition, at ·1east 1,200 students who said. "It's part of our agreement with the government take on the responsibility of
claimed to be veterans were not. 1be result, IRS."
insuring federal aid is going to the students
according to the Inspector General's Office,
That · agreement only allowed the who need it. He said the IRS should share tax
was that they were granted independent Department of Education to report how returns with the Department of Education, a

by Adolfo Mendez

Gou.EGE PRESS SERVICE

from

for college.

move critics have said would invite "Big
Brother'' into students' private lives.
"I'm a strong believer in priv_acy rights,"
Bloom said. "But ii is different when you're
asking for federal money."
• Leslie Gray, a freshman at Harold
Washington College in Chicago, agrees that
the Department ofta'Education should work
with the IRS to pull records at will. "I think they shouldt said Gray.
"(Students who lie) take money away from
people who don't have any money for
college."
Gray, who attends a community college
where tuition .and books" run slightly more
than $1,000 annually, says she received the
maximum Pell Grant awarcAhis school year.
"Without it, I wouldn't be in school,'' she
said.
Financial aid officers said the audit caught
them off guard, too. Cathy Kavanagh,
associate director of financial aid at the
University of Delaware, says she's never seen
Pell Grant fraud in her IO years of working at
the university.
"I was surprised by the IRS audit,"
Kavanagh said. "From our perspective, we
review every Pell Grant applicant."
That review usually takes the fonn of
comparing what the student said one year to
the next. "So if their income drops
dramatically, we will ask them to document
it. We ask for a copy of the tax return,''
Kavanagh said.
But even those verification methods are
not full-proof, since students can bring in
false returns, Kavanagh said.
"As a taxpayer, I would be concerned
about confidentiality," Kavanagh said of the
Department of Education plan. "It depends
on how they would use the infonnation."
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Man arrested {or
stealing histotjcal
manuscripts
Reuter News Service
NEW YORK - A man pleaded
guilty Thursday to stealing

hundreds of rare manuSCripts from

Columbia University, including
Thomas Edison's patent papers and
George Washington's presidential

documents, and transporting them
to Europe for sale.
Daniel

Spiegelman, 33, of

' Yonkers, N.Y., wl arrested in the
Netherlands in 1995, and admitted
in Manhattan federal court that he
had stolen the documents worth
$ 1.3 million. He was

about

extradited from the Netherlands last

November.
He also pleaded gujlty to
making a false statement in an

application for a U.S.( passport
using a false name, and transporting
five firearms from Arizona to New

York after having been convicted of
a felony offense in New York.

He faces a possible maximum
prison term of 30 years.
Spiegelman was arrested after
he offered to sell some of the stolen
manuscripts to various book dealers
in Germany, Switzerland and the
Netherlands and was found with
two of the stolen manuscripts and
numerous photographs of other
stolen papers from Columbia
University.

Prosecutors said Spiegelman
made statements to authorities after
his arrest in the Netherlands which
led authorities to search three
storage locations in New York.
Authorities found many rare
medieval manuscripts and Arabic
documents. ·
·
Authorities also found papers
signed by George Washington, John
Adams, ' Martin Van Bllren,
Benjamin Harrison, Rutherford B.
Hayes, Andrew Jackson and
Woodrow Wilson. Edison's patent
papers and other documents were
also among the stolen items.
During his plea, Spiegelman
admiued that in the spring of 1994
he obtained a student identification
card from Columbia University and
used it to enter the school's Rare
Book and Manuscript Library.
He said he had stolen the
documents that authorities found in
the storage locations during 1994
and 1995. ' He also admitted to
taking an original version of the
Nuremberg Chronicles and about
170 Bleau maps, including portions
of the Bleau atlas.
Spiegelm.µ-i was found with a
U.S. passport in another name at the
time of his arrest and he admitted
Thursday that he submitted a false
passport application in the name of
Craig Wesley Hesseltine in 1987.

Tuesday, April 22, 1997

Workshop confronts cultural diversity

Julia Peterson!PHW ED!TOR

Commitment and implementation strategies for·
cultural .diversity in state universities,
community colleges and technical colleges
were the topics of a workshop that took place
Friday in Atwood Memorial Center. Toe event
was sponsored by the SCSU Cultural Diversity
Committee, faculty and staff of the Color
Caucus, the Office of the Presiden~ Minority
Student Programming and Minority Studies.
Presenters included Reginald Wilson (pictured)

of the American Council of Education; Judith s.
Eaton, MnSCU chancellor and Yusef Mgeni of
the Urban Coalltion, a research-based public
policy and advocacy organization. Wilson
spoke of minority recruitment and grade point
average improvement. A panel discussion later
included the three presenters as well as SCSU
President Bruce Grube and Robert Johnson,
professor of minority studies. (Also pictured,
Professor of Community Studies, Luke Tripp).

Want to Get Ahead?

==§
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10TH ANNIVERSARY
QUARTER PASS SALE

$10
•rocaraxpense
•roperkl~• Gampus Cilpl)er 88fVlce from yoor -1Jnent or dorm 10
SCSU, all major shopping areas, rd pa::es ci ~

• 5 mlnule direct ser'vioe.fromAlwood 1 0 - on the
~ Roul8
• 15 minute direct Campus Clipper West service lo
Crossroads
• Quamr- Pass is good for u - rides on the eni8
MetroBussysfsm

C::::C>S T
PER QUARTER

$10

C::::C>ST
PER QUARTER

This special promotion Is brought to.,
you by St Cloud State Adminislration
and the St Cloud MelropoNtan

$900

• ca( payment

. Transit Commission.

: ..........►

VALID '97 FALl 0ut.RJER Of.LY.

•gas

$450
$175

• insurance

$225

•parkingpeimlt

$50

·Do the· Math before you get to college!
FOR MORE

INFORMATION CALL

METRO Bus AT 320/251-RIDE
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Professor takes cash donations for extra credit
by Kimberly Kindy
KNIGHT·RIDDER/fRIBUNE

NEWS SERVICES

CYPRESS, Calif.-Extra credit

in

Professor

Cyril

Edwards'

sociology class comes with a price
tag: 50 points for $25.

The extra-credit course work
offered at Cypress Community

College could be the most unusual
example of a college trend that
stresses "real world experience" as
part of the curriculum.

In Edwards' class, students can
earn 100 points for volunteering at
public radio station KPFK CXJ.7 FM
in Studio City, or get up to 50 points
for cash donations handled by
Edwards.
So far, the offer has generated
$350 for the radio station and has
added two ix>ints per dollar -to a
maximum of $25-for more than a
dozen students. Students can earn a
possible 1,600 points in the course.
'¼s a sociologist you talk about
participating in a democratic
society," Edwards said. "We are
asked to donate funds throughout
our lives. Donating money is one
way of participating, and some
students work and don't have the
time to volunteer."
Tom Reeve, dean of social
sciences at Cypress, said donations
for extra credit are nothing new
with
professors
under
his
supervision, particularly during
elections. That's when political
science professors have given credit
to students who work for political
candidates or donate money to
them.

"I don't have a problem with it
as long as there are other options for
extra credit," Reeve said. "My
concerns would be: Is it
inappropriately affecting
the
student's grade? And is it being
meaningfully . applied to the
curriculum?"
That's the question many
educators have.
Over
the
past
years, a
growmg
number
of
college courses
have allowed

profc$SOr
who
oversees · Aoki,
KPFK's
development said none of their professo~ give
community-s·ervice ,
learning director, who refused further credit for donations to charities.
The agencies themselves said
throughout the system.
comment.
· "However, I don't see how
Ehrlich, an original member of they'd rather have the students
learning like this can occur . with Campus Compact,•said he knows of volunteering their time than writing
donating money."
no other campus engaging in a check.
Community-service learning is Edwards' version of community
John Depco, an -investigator
what Edwards said he was striving participation for college credits.
with the Orange ,, County public
"I've never heard of such a defender's office, supervises aOOut
for.
Students had thing," Ehrlich said. ''If a student eight UCI students who volunteer
a choice of three said to me, 'I'm too busy to do the in his office every year.
work you've assigned to me, I'll
"The whole idea is for students
extra-credit
options.
One give money to the Red CI'Oss,' I to have the experience," he said. "I
was visiting one wouldn't take it in a million years. would have no interest in money in
of two Los Giving money is no substitute for lieu of work.
The views of students in
Angeles-area
academic learning."
museums and
Community-service learning is &!wards' class are mixed. The dean
~~~~~~:r
writing about popular at California State and college President Christine
comm"nity
the experience. University-Fullerton,
where Johnson have reviewed the issue
A second was political science professor Keith OCcause a student and her parents
~;~~fes and
working at the Boyum takes students every year to complained. The woman has since
radio
station. the state capital to interview dropped the class, college officials
But for those lobbyists and legislators and listen said.
work. Campus
is
students
who to debates.
But some of her classmates
didn't have time
"Suppose you were in a zoology weren't.offended by the offer.
;~:~:ft-a
for the museum class and all you did was read aOOut
"He's just trying IO teach us that
visit
or
to animals but you never saw one," . you have the ability IO make a
~h~;m;:i:~tes
volunteer,
Boyum said. ''The payoff for difference," said Andrea Mendoza,
Edwards
learning is going out and seeing it in 20. "I clidn 't see anything wrong
this type of
allowed another real life."
with it.
option,
Boyum,
who served
as
There are no plans to cJm:nge
contributing
academic senate chainnan at the policy at Cypress.
:
Christine
Johnson
0 1
money.
campus, said no professors at Cal
Johnson said no state law or
presidents and
CYPRESS COLLEGE PAESIDENI
Students said State Fullerton include donations as district policy has been violated,
has swelled to
Edwards
told part of course credits.
and she sees this as an isolated
more than 560
"Making
contributions
is incident. She has· asked Reeve to
them they could
this year.
donate directly to him and he would decidedly a fonn of participation," talk with his professors to ensure
The idea is to give students a pass along the money to KPFI<. Boyum said. "What gives me cause they do not handle the cash when
chance to see the theory of what Edwards said he paid the station for concern or makes me feel donations are made for credit in
they are studying applied in the real with his credit card, but was uneasy is the notion that you would classes.
world.
recently notified his payment didn't give an academic reward for
"We don't sell grades at Cypress
"Leaming becomes more active. go through. He hasn't yet resolved financing a particular cause."
College," Johnson said. "At most,
It's no longer abstract, bloodless. the problem, he said.
Officials
at
Chapman what we are talking· aboµt here is an
It's real," explains Tom Ehrlich, a
"Edwards is a subscriber in University, Cal State Fullerton and exercise of poor judgment...
San Francisco State University good faith with us," said Sharon University of California, Irvine, because he collected the funds."
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We don't sell.
grades at Cypress
College. At most
what we are
talking about here
an excercise of
poor
judgment. .. because
he collected the
funds.

Hot off the wire...
~ }Vlanagement. is now
renting ppartm ents for the 1991-98
schootyear.

Interested in a Great Experience'?
Health Services is now accepting applications
for Iler Educators
for 1997 -1998

;..We now return to

t.~regularly scheduled.

pn:sram.

Opportunities

Benefits

0 Program Planning
0 Marketing

0 Experience in Health
Promction/Risk Reduction
0 Quarterly Hononf ia
0 In-Service 'lraining
0 J<D Recommendations
0 R:ssible Academic Credit
with department approval

0 Develcping Organizational Skills end
Leadership Skills
0 R:er Education/Public Speaking on:
Contraception
SID Prevention
Alcchci/Drug Abuse Prevention

Reguirements
o·Full Academic Year Commitment
0 Interested in Health Education& Promotion

O Min. G.P.A.-- 2.5
O 5 Hours/week

Applications available at Health Services/SHAPES in Hill Hall
Application Deadline: May 2

Apply Today!
For more information call: 255-4850

Tuesday; April 22, 1997 -·

Business
Manager
• Accounts
Payable
• Accounts
Receiveable
• Payroll
.• Prepare
budget for
following year
• Purchase
business
supplies
• Supervise
workstudy
• Computer
knowledge a
plus

.

get
more
information or to
apply, please stop

ScouA,ulmon!SrAFFPHaroGRAPHER

A member of the Schubert Club Gamelon Ensemble plays the metallophone at Saturday's "Day of Percussion" hosted by the SCSU
Music Department in Kimberiy A. RitscheAudltorium.

by SH l 3 or call
Annette Penning
at 255-4086.

Editor in Chief: 1997-1998
Application deadline: 4 p.m. Tuesday, April 22
• Application (standard Chronicle form)
• Resune (should adhere to AP style)
• Portfolio (should reflect your wrtting and layout skills)
For more information or.to apply, contact Erle J. Hedlund 13 Stewart Hall, 255-2449.

A Volunteer
Opportunity
Beyond
Compare

SCSU ·Kick-Off '97
(the first week of Fall Quarter)

needs volunteers who want to...

• Work with new students
• Gain leadership skills ·
• Enhance their co-curricular
transcript
• Build their resume
• Have fun
hteres±ed in more info?
Contact Univer,ity Orgarizations

@

255-3004/ 117/; Atwocx/

r Idea[ Cut 'IJiamonds.. --:,
the worfd's most 6ri[[iant!
)

Ideal cut diamonds strictly conform to the
proportioning which releases unmatched fire,
sparkle and brilliance. Fewer than 1% of all
diamonds are ideal cut! D. J. Bitzan has a
wonderful selection of ideal cut diamonds at very
modest prices.

fFREE 12 Month Financing - 0%, Zero Do~
·
I
1 with approved credit
I 33% Student Discount off regular price
I
I with student ID and this ad
I
Expires 5-31-97 _______

L_______

J

D.J. Bitzan

Jewelers
Certified
Gemologists

l_

Crossroads Center
(Next to J.C. Penney)

_j

r/fltv!In.s111' Chronicle '
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Homicide

year-old woman who was a cousin of the
deceased, said someone had shot through the
window of her residence, and a bullet had
lodged in her ceiling. •
· -·
lot. While police were interviewing the
Witnesses told the police that shortly after
assault victim, members of the crowd said the shots were fired a white car, possibly a
retribution might be taken against those small station wagon or hatchback, lefl the
responsible for the assault.
. scene with a darker car following. ·
While police investigated ill the scene of
Police strongly believe the white c.uawas
the assault, they learned of a possible gang being driven by the shooting suspect,
connection.
Smallwood said.
•
"Some people who were witness out at the
The exact location of the west side
Skacin' Place said that there were some shooting, as well as the name of the
problems between two sets," SmaJlwqod said. complainant, is being withheld.
"Usually when they say 'sets' that refers to
"We don't want any further retaliation,
gangs." Two gangs were present Saturday and we don't want to give up the person's
night, but police are still not certain whether name or address," Smallwood said.
the incidents were gang-motivated.
About 20 minutes later, occupants of a
Al about 12:04 a.m. Sunday, officers vehicle told a police officer making a traffic
responded to a shots-fired call on St. Cloud's stop they were being followed by another
west side. At th~ scene, the complaina11t, a 24- vehicle, and that one of the passengers was

PAGE

Police reports cite two other incidents
which may have lead to the homicide. At
10:38 p.m. Saturday, police officers

responded to an assault call at 3302 Southway
Drive, the location of the Skatin' Place.
Police know Jones was present at the
Skatin' Place, Smallwood said.
Police talked to a 17-year-old St. Cloud
boy who reportedly had been injured in an
assault. The assault victim requested a Gold
Cross ambulance. Paramedics examined him,
but the victim refused to be transported to the
St. Cloud Hospital. He also refused to
cooperate with the police further, according to
the report.
Police reports indicate abom 40 people
were involved in an altercation in the parking

1

· Vice president Jeff Anderson
announced that the elections for the
College of Socia:! Science will take
place next week and the tenn will
"I have served on finance and explained the process· in which run through the end of next fall
currently serve on city government the meeting was canceled after q~arter.
in Bloomington," Crary said. "I take · recess.
"I am proud that we kept a full
care of all the parks and have
"After recess we were supposed body throughout the duration of this
volunteered. I don't know exactly to be back by five minutes to school year," Anderson said.
what each position entails but I seven," English said. 'There were "There will be an end of the year
prefer external chair over internal."
only six members there on time and · banquet Thursday, May 15. We
Freshman
Amy
Scotting, the rest of them came in about two will have a short meeting and
MSUSA campus representative, minutes later. In the meantime, dinner begins at 7 p.m."
was elected for the senator at large senator Radel asked for a head
Anderson also announced that
!X)Sition and her tenn will run until count of the members present when Take Back The Night will take
the end of the quarter.
the meeting reconvened. In order to place May 2. SRA teacher
"I am currently involved in continue the meeting there must be recognition award applications are
student government, but I would '213 of the student government body due back to student government by
like participating more and the present, there wasn't and therefore April 29. The awards ceremony will
voting privileges of filling the the meeting was canceled until next take place May 7 at 4 p.m. in the
senator at large position," Scotting week," said English.
Atwood Little-Theatcr.
said.
English said the committee
Scotting
announsed
the
Committee reports were cut reports will be given next week. MSUSA spring conference will be
short after recess due to a challenge English sent a reminder that Japan held at Southwest State University
of the quorum. Freshman Stephanie Night will take place April 26 in May 2-4.
English, cultural diversity chair, Atwood.

Senate

PAGE 1

armed. The officer radioed the infonnation to
other squad cars. Jones' vehicle was found ·
about 14 minutes later in the parking lot of the
House of Pizza downtown, where Jones was
arrested.
Police are not releasing the names of the
gangs which may "be involved.
"We don't like to give credence to gangs,"
Smallwood said. 'They love to read about
themselves in the paper."
Police are still investigating the possible
gang connection. Smallwood said if an
incident is gang-related, sentences passed on
those convicted are usually stronger.
Smallwood said gangs are active in St.
Cloud and are involved in recruiting_
members, homicides and drug trafficking.
"We have gangsters coming in here all the
time, from Chicago, from Detroit,"
Smallwood said.

Library

PAGE 1

"Nursery rhymes and a finger play
of 'Mrs. Mooley,' the modem
version of 'Tt)e Cat Jumped Over
the Moon' were-a big hit."
April 13-19 was designated
National Library Weck. These
dates, set aside by the National
Library Association, is celebrated
by libraries across the nation. The
theme for this year's celebration
was: "Kids Connect at the Library."
The positive impact of libraries
on children is well documented,
according to the American
Library Association's web site
(www.aJa.org).
The Web site also listed the
results of a 1994 study which found
the highest achieving students
attend schools with good library
media centers.
Similar reports indicate that
access to public libraries affects

how much and how well children
read. SCSU also celebrated
National Library Week . .
"National
Library
Week
celebr:ites what libraries have
done
for
years,"•
said
Jeanne Malloy, SCSU learning
resources center's periodicals
supervisor. 'The focus is on
the service the library provides.
It is a week for library
appreciation, and heightcned public
awareness."
Richard !ten, LRC reference
librarian, Said ht: is very proud of
the library staff. Monster cookies
and
thank
you
notes
were purchased for each floor to
show appreciation for student
workers.
'They run this library, we could
never run it without them," Iten
said.
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Now

HIRING!

I 1/ BAGY JO
I
~00
I j\pplique
I ;/Embroideiy
I ~ M.onogramming
Sororities
I Fraternities
I Bu'siness Logos
Officially Licensed
I Collegiate Products
1712
St.
I Crossroads Center
253-7202
L ___________
..J 320-656-1777 ,

I
Account Service Representatives
I
Travel
I=---,:;,=
Use your communication skills to arrange
payments on past due accounts.
I
Part time sche4ules: 4 p.m.. -9 p.m. Mon-Fri FJO
I
7 a.n:i.-12 p.m. Sat OR
4 p.m.-9 p.m. Sun-Thur
I
$6.50 per hour and paid training provided the
I
Limit one per customer.
first week -3:30 p.rn.-11 p.m. Mon -Fri
Expires May 2, 1997
F"""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'-1 I Mastercard • Dlscover • Visa accepted

s

Customer Service Representatives
Assist customers over the phone,
use a computer to answer their questions.
Full and part time schedules available:
Mon-Fri positions
$6.50 per hour·and up
$$ Additional pay for bilingual skills$$
(Spanish and English) [Tolfl"
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Apollo Security Storage
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JOB FAIR
I

p.m.

to 6

Cloud (Across f~om McRudy's)

'

\°:_),_,';{'~

~,:.,_,,151 _

Mall Germain• Downtown

p.m.

Wed, Apr 23

•• s~oe~ ?Ute
Interview on the spot!
FINGERHUT CORPORATION HUMAN RESOURCES
53 McLeland Road, St. Cloud, Minn
E.O.E.

Why not store
your belongings
insteqd of
hauling them
home?!

'If/

C:allToday!
251-0334
Mention tbl$ ad and get a D dlseonnt.

'
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SPOCliGbC

films

"Spymob"

"loot Suit "

8 p.m. Apr-22
AMC T~e Quarry

6 p.m. Apr 24. 27: 8 p.m. Apr 25. 26
Atwood Theater- Fre e Admittance with SCSU ID

"Wit hout A Clue"
8 p.m. Apr 29
AMC The Quarry

ViSUAL ARCS·
"Visual Pen Pals"
Art Exhibit
Apr 21 - May 15
AMC Gallery
Gallery hours :
9 a.m.-7 p.m. Mon-Fri

\,,_,i•"9

Newm~n Center. The Catholic Church on Campus.

Yo., ~4

R)

§

9t

-

MASS: SHUROAY, '>:30 P.M.

ouc1ngs &

SPEAKERS

REC

Les Barker

Skydiving

Apr 23
Workshop: AMC Glacier Room
2 p.m .-4 p.m.
Reading: The Quarry AMC
lp.m.

Hutchinson Skydive
Apr 26
Sign up in AMC 18

396 first Avenue South

v

SUNDAY: 9 A.M . • 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS I NFORMATION: 251-3261
OFF I CE: 251-3260

Kimball Golf Club
$19 9•'AX Student Membership
Valid Monday, Th ur sday & Friday
• Unlimited Play

Featuring:
• 18 hol es,
Full pro -s hop and
Driving ra nge
Group and private lessons available
fr om g olf professio nal s Frank Thoma s
and Gary Plante.
(320) 398-2285

'May 2, 1997
~araen Park
§at!ieritl[J and Music
6:30

y .m.

'Ra[{y and Syeakout

7:30

y.m.

'T'!ie March
8:30

y.m

?ln annua{ event to

~ h wt.'Slcm Mutual Life offers you chcrh:1rKcto lx.'<Xl!11eancnJrcpreneur. To

demonstrate our outr<IBe
·<18ai115t violence <IBainst
women ana cFii{aren in
our cl>mmunity ana our
commitment to ena it.

Mutual life .l!,,'<.!nb ;m: pan of the bcSI life iJJsurJnce .,;ales force in An~rica'. You'll

haw rnntrol on:r your Cl"'-"-1", with no cap on your earning 1x~ential. Nonhwcstcm

bmdit froin thdr suppon and cxix,ricnccs, plus they provide some of the best
training yoo.1·11 fmd. You 'll l1e in t:iusint"S-> for youl'S(.'lf, no1 by yourself. MJ)'bc
Northwt,1,lt'm Mutual sho1.1kl lle"Jr from you. Do you ha\'c what ii takes.'
THE STORMS AGE!\CY

n1E HUJR\Jt,,G AGENCY

Minneapolis 612/343-2500

St. Cloud 320/2;I--07ll

Tm: CASPER AGENCY

THE MCTIGUE AGENCY

Edina612/83I-O'J37

Eden Prairie 61219~1-7557

'Fur 'Mon: information cafftht

~

CtntT4(~inntSOtA ~{9Wa,.J'"rCrnttrat 251-4357

The Q.iiet C.orrµmy •

r,r SCS'U Womffl'J Crnttr' at 255-4958
c,, ...

,,..,_......,..,;;.._.,,,,c,,."""''"""·"1
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SCSU t'mishes with 9-0 pounding of SDSU
Huskies finish season at 14-7, NCC tournament coming up next
by Rob LaP/ante

the biggest impact.
"(Sophomore Nick) Kettenhofen is probably
· playing the best tennis on the team," said Muhl of
The SCSU men's tennis team predicted a lopsided Kettenhofen's 6-0, 6-0 win from ttie No. 5 singles spot. ,
victory over South Dakota State University - and "In gractice last week, (Kettenhofen) beat Freske and
he beat himn pretty well too."
they got one.
·
Rounding out the, bottom seed, was No. 6 singles
Last Tuesday, SCSU head coach Jay Schlorf said he
expected an easy ' victory over SDSU and Sunday player Joe Cheney, junior, who won 6-0, 6-1.
Slack said the decisive victory from the lower
afternoon at the St. Cloud Nationa1 Tennis Center, the
seeded pl~ycrs isn't a surprise to
Huskies came away with a 9-0
anyone on the team.
blanking of the Jackrabbits.
~
"We come to expect that from
bur five and si~ players," Slack
1
said. 'They arc playing with a lot of
schedule at 12-7 overaJI.
confidence right now and we have a
Senior Jason Muhl, who came
1be team is really lot of confidence in them." away with a 6-2, 6-0 victory
The Huskies rounded out the 9Sunday afternoon in the No. 3
0 sweep with wins from the No. 2
singles
spot,
and No. 3 doubles spots.
said they are happy with the win,
Kettenhofen and Feddema won
but the real work starts this week at
8-5 at No. 2 and Muhl and
Jason Muhl
the North Central Conference
sophomore Aaron Slack won 8-1 at
Championships beginning this
SCSLJ SENIOR
No.3.
Thursday at the Tennis Center.
"We beat the hell out of them,"
'That's been our goal all year,"
Muhl
said.
"Everyone
played extremely well and right
said Muhl on winning the NCC championship. "We·
should have won the tournament the last two years, but now everyone is aggressive afld peaking at the right
time
of
the
season."
we c·hoked it away_and now that it's my senior season I
Slack _said a 9-0 pounding or'an NCC opponent was
want to go out as a winner."
Sunday's game with SDSU improved the Huskies' the perfect ' way to finish up before the NCC
Championships.
record this season to 5-0 against NCC opponents. .
"We didn't want to give (SDSU) a glimmer of
SCSU senior Chris Slack won his No. 2 singles
hope," Slack said. "We needed to finish strong, plus we
match 6-0, 6-4, to improve his record from that spot to
made a statement to (SDSU) saying, you're not going
14
-:,r:k~~~ar.the match versus SDSU was a to beat us at the championships."
Due to schedule conflicts, the Huskies'
much-needed game before the NCC championship.
regularly
scheduled
game
last
Saturday
"It's nice to play' someone li,ke that," Slack said.
against
the
University
of St. Thomas
"(SDSU) had some capable players out there, but we
was cancelled.
were just better and it allowed me to work on some
"All year, we have had matches cancelled,"
things that I was glad I had a chance to work on."
Muhl said. "It makes it tough to stay
The other senior playing his final regular season
in
match
shape · when
you
don't
match of his career was Brent Feddcma at the No. 3
know When or if you're going to play,
spot. Feddema won his match 6-2, 64.
but the team is really peaking at the right time now."
Slack and SCSU No. 1 seed Kyle Freske, junior,
• The NCC Championships are set to begin
teamed up to win their No. I doubles match 8-3. Freske
this
Thursday
· and
goes
through Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGIW'HFJ/
won his singles match 6-2, 64.
Sunday
at
the
National
Tennis
SCSU sophomore Nick Kettenhofen hits the ball in the Huskies' ·
Even
though
the
top
players
Center.
perfonned well Sunday, Muhl said the lower
9-0 win over South Dakota State University Sunday at the Tennis
seeded
players
were
making
Center. Kettenholen won his No. 5 singles match 6-0, 6-0.
SPORTS EDITOR

clo~ ~u~~h/~;j~ :~ ~~:e~;
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peaking at the
right time now.

For second weekend in a row, SCSU taxes 3 of 4
Huskies knocks off Augustana, Sioux Falls, Gustavus, then lose to Gustavus
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Now that the SCSU women's
tennis team has accomplished their
team goal for the year, they now can
aim for higher goals.
With five first year players on
this year's squad, the Husldes said
their team goal was to try and finish
this season above the .500 mark.
By winning three · of four
matches played this weekend, their
record now stands at 14-11 overall,
assuring them an above .500 record
for the regular season.
SCSU freshman Maria Ritchie,
has been one of the hottest Huskies
of late, going a perfect 8-0 from the
No. 5 singles spot the last two
weeks.
Accomplishing their team goaJ
was nice Ritchie said, but nbw they
must concentrate - on finishing
slrong.

"We want to set our next g0al for
the North Central Conference
Championships," Ritchie said.
''Right now, everyone is playing
really well and we want to finish at
least second at the tournament."
· SCSU ldcked the weekend off
on a high_not Friday with a paii; of
9-0 shutouts.
The first win came against
Augustana College. Later that day,
the Huskies responded with their
second blanking with a win over the
University of Sioux Falls.
·SCSU head coach Larry S-undby
said the biggest improvement he
saw in his team from the prior
Weekend in Wisconsin, was the
improved doubles play.
The Huskies went a perfect 6-0
Friday in doubles play.
"We played much better doubles
this weekend," Sundby said. ''What
I see in this team, is after a little bit
of inconsistency, the team has

shown a lot of detennination and
when they lose a close match, that
motivates them even more."
Another solid performance from
the weekend came from SCSU's
No. 6 singles player Brianna Rupp,
freshman.
Like Ritchie, Rupp didn't lose a
singles match all weekend.
· "We
really
got
good
perfonnances from the bottom part
of our lineup," Sundby said.
The sudden emergence from the
b:ottom pan of the lineup is
some"thing Ritchie said was bound
to happen as the season went on.
"I kind of struggled early on in
the season," Ritchie said. "I think it
was a matter of getting used to
collegiate tennis. Now, I'm finally
settled into things and confidence
has a big Pru:t to do with the success
lately."
Saturday, the Huskies had two
matches with two different teams

that showed up from Gustavus
Adolphus College.
In SCSU's first match with
Gustavus, the Huskies dropped
their only match (4-5) of the
weekend.
It was only the Husldes' second
loss in their last ten matches played
and most of those wins came on the
road.
Even though the Huskies
haven't played at home in nearly a
month, Ritchie said the team isn't as
fatigued as th~y thought they would
be.
"All the travel lately docs get
tiring, especially when you play
four of five matches a weekend,"
Ritchie said. 'The team really isn't
that fatigued, though, and it won't
affect us for the rest of the season."
After dropping the first meeting
to Gustavus, the Huskies bounced
back for a convincing 8-1 win in the
second meeting.

SCSU got contin_ued strong play
from the bottom of the lineYp, but
also got strong play from the top
players, Acarissa Egge, sophomore
No. 2 singles and Susy Cronick,
sophomore No I singles player.
The two players Sundby said
have been playing some real tough
competition lately at the top spot
and they responded this weekend
by winning three of four games
each.
"(Cronick) and (Egge) both
played extremely well for us from
the top spot,".Sundby said.
The Huskies will close out their
regular season schedule with a
match this afternoon at 3 p.m,. at St.
Benedict's.
SCSU lost to St. Ben's earlier
this year and are ready for the test.
'"Tuesday, we would like to get
some revenge against St. Ben's and
prepare ourselves for the NCC
Tournament," Ritchie said.
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Huskies capture Mankato State Invitational
SCSU's Rosauer named tournament's mosi outstanding player
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Things are not supposed to
change overnight, unless it's for the

SCSU softball team who shook off
a -less than perfect Saturday and
rebounded with a nawless Sunday
to win this weekend's Mankato
Invitational.
After dropping two of the three
games played Saturday afternoon,

SCSU head coach Sue Becker said
the Huskies were not getting the
play needed in order to win . a

tournament.
"Saturday, we just weren't
getting the key hits," Becker said.
"We didn't come out ready to play

and we were not looking aggressive
atall."
The Huskies dropped the first
game Saturday 5-1 to Augustana
College.
SCSU could only muster three
hits off Viking starting and winning
pitcher Heidi Kriesh.
Freshman pitcher Karissa
Hoehn pitched a complete game,
but picked up the loss for the
Huskies.
Freshman infielder Lisa Rosauer
broke up Kriesh's shutout bid with
a solo homer in the fourth inning,
supplying the only run for the
Huskies.
"(Rosauer) really carried us
offensively this weekend," Becker
said. "She hit around .50(J for the.
ioumament and was named the
tournament's most outstanding
player."
In the second game, SCSU
freshman pitcher Adria Carlyon
baffled
the
University
of
Minnesota-Duluth
hitters
allowing eight hits in the 4-0
shutout win.

Carlyon said the Huskies'
defense played a key role in her
success this weekend.
·
"I'm the type of pitcher that has
to have the defense behind me,"
Carlyon· said. "I'm not the type of
pitcher that strikes out everyoody
like (Hoehn), so I need the
groundouts and flyouts. The
defense went out and made all the
plays."
Rosauer again led the offense
going 2 for 3 at the plate, doubling
and dri.ving in one run.
In the final game Saturday, the
Huskies had a golden opportunity
to pick up a come-from-behind witl
in the bottom of the seventh inning
against North Dakota State
Univ_ersity.
NDSU led 3-0 heading into the
bottom of the sixth inning, but a
sixth iruiing SCSU run closed the
gapto3-I.
In SCSU's final at bat, they cut
the lead to 3-2 and had a chance to
win the game with runners on
second and third with one out. But a
short pop fly wasn't deep enough to
score the runner from third.
· "In that situation, Rosauer was
coming up next and she was batting
.500 for the day," Becker said. "I
didn't want to chance it by sending
the runner home, but as it turned out
out baserunner was late in getting
back to tag up anyway."
Rosauer's came up short after
grounding out to end the game at 32 for NDSU.
Hoehn suffered her second loss
of the day, despite pitching another
complete game, allowing only six
hits, three runs and striking out nine
NDSUbatters.
"(Hoehn) seemed pretty upset
after Saturday," Carlyon said.
"She had lost her last few

File photo

SCSU freshman infielder Lisa Rosauer practices ·her bunting techniques in a practice last week.
Rosauer was named the Mankato lnvitational's most outstanding player after going 10 for 21 at
the plate and helped SCSU win the championship game 3-1 against Augustana College.
games pitched, but she was still
pitching well."
Sunday, the Huskies came out
hitting. SCSU picked up 12 hits in
their 5-4 win over Morningside
College.
In the second game versus
Mankato State University, SCSU
exploded for 16 hits and fl runs in
their 11-3 victory. The win sent
them them to the championship
game, in a rematch with Augustana.
'1 don't know what happened,
but Sunday the entire team came
out and just started attacking the
plate and hitting the ball all over,"
Becker said.
SCSU senior third baseman

Jody Brueske supplied the offense
in the Morningside game going 3
for 4 with a homer and five runs
batted in.
In the Mankato game, three
different Huskies each had three
hits and Hoehn (11-7) picked up her
first win of the weekend.
In the championship game,
SCSU started Carlyon versus
Augustana. Hoehn had pitched
in Saturday 's 5- 1 loss to the
Vikings.
"(Carlyon) absolutely baffled
the Augustana hitters with her
changeup," Becker said.
Carlyon (I 1-2) picked up
her
third
win
of
the

IJlusky sports schedule I,.
(home games in bold)

Baseball
esday April 22, Southwest State, 1 p.m. .

Track and Field

ednesday April 24, Bemidji State., I p.m.

Friday April 25, Drake Relays, TBA

riday April 26, North Dakota State, 1 p.m.

Saturday April 26, Drake Relays, TBA

weekend
as
the
Huskies
won the championship game 3-1.
"We're all really happy and
excited about winning the
tournament," Carlyon said. "We
haven't beat Augustana in several
years, so it was really cool to beat
them in the championship game."
Rosauer finished the weekend
going JO for 21 at the plate to
gamer the most outstanding player
honor.
SCSU (23-9 overall) will
compete today at Selke . Field
beginning at 3 p.m.with Mankato.
"MSU will be fired up and it
will be a tough day," Becker said.

Spripg ·
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aturday April 27, North Dakota State, l p.m.

Men's tennis
Friday, April 25-28, NCC Championships, TBA
esday April 22, Mankato Sµlte, 3 p.m.
S'[

ednesday April 23, North Dakota State, 3 p.m.
riday ApriJ 25, Winona State, 3 p.m.

Women's tennis
Tuesday, April 22, St. Benedict's, 3 p.m.

Golf
aturday, April 26--27, Mankato State Invite, TBA

Friday, April 25-28, NCC Championships, TBA
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Only four

first place
finishes

4-bedroorn apartments
available with:

forSCSU
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Even though the number of first
place finishes were down, plenty of
good did come from Saturday's
men's and women's track and field
meets played in Northfield.
The Huskies only had four first

For infonnation
call

APARTMENT
FINDERS

• Tuck-under parking ·
• Heat Paid
•Water Paid
• Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths
• Dishwasher
• Microwave

259-4040

place finishes between the men's
and women's track and field
squads, but SCSU junior forward
Carey Meinert, who had two of
those first place finishes said the

weekend was sti ll a positive one.
"We all did pretty good
considering there were 24 teams
competing," Meinert said. "Even
though there were ollly two
Division II schools there, the
competition was still high calibar."
The women took part in the third
annual Manitou Classic played at
St. Olaf College, while the men
participated in the Carleton Relays.

Meinert placed first in the
women's high jump with a leap of

5-5 1/4 and first in the 100 hurdles
with a time of 14.89.
'There were a couple of girls in
the hurdles and the high jump that
were right there behind me,"
Meinert said. "With clOse to 40-75
athletes in each event, it was
really a good push for you to
perfonn."
Senior discus thrower Sandy
Dingmann had the other first place
finish in the with a toss of
148-7.

The Husky women as a team
finished second with a team score
of 97, second only to the University
of St. Thomas'team score of 111.5.
The 1J1en's team only had one
first place finish.
Freshman runner Mike Pooler
finished first in the 400-meter
hurdles with a provisional
qualifying timeof 54.11.
Junior runner Bob.Ewings' two
second place finishes in_the 100 and
20Q-meter relays pi-ovisionally
qualified him for nationals.
Ewings finished second in the
200-meter relay with a time of
21.75 and second in the 100..meter
relay with a time of 10.83.
The men's event was dominated
by
the
University
of
Wisconsin-Stout with nine first
place finishes.
The fact that the two teams split
up for the weekend actually helped
bond the teams together, Meinert
said.
.
'The coaches went back and
forth from the .men's meet
to the women's," Meinert said.
"When the coaches weren't
around, it gave us women the
chance to bond a little bit and
we showed good team unity out

Because
all-nighters
arent always
spent in
the library.
•

there."

The Huskies will next compete
Friday and Saturday at the
Drake Relays in Des Moines, Iowa
'Thsis weekend we have the
Drake Relays," Meinert said.
"Everyone is looking forward
to Drake, because this meet
really gives us our best
· competition and now we
!are all looking to compete hard.

It's everywhere
you~nttobe

Aria Communications, a direct marketing company with the personal to4ch,
is your key to an exciting and fulfilling job opportunity. We. provide a fun,
energetic learning environme:pt for\mr callers representing non-profitiand .
for-pr,? fit organizations nation~lly.
""'¾ .. "

Aria callers experience:
• Flexible scheduling
• ;Early eve1png shifts
• No. cold calling
,·
• Competitive hourly wage PLUS performance based bonuses
1
• Paid orientation and training
·
·
• •:c:;ompetitive bpnefi1i5, inclJ ding f Ol(k)'.'and 01f ·Eanljng& Learrn g pro.gram
1
• , contin\!;ous t rainiil~
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,
. • Personal and professional growth •.iii our fun and supportive,,environment'
If you are a goal-oriented team player with strong communication skills and
a desire to enjoy your work, .
.
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auN .• • • ePPICBII
Get Involved In
Student Governm.ent
And

Be A Part Of Your School

'

•The positions t~t will be filed during the Spring el~tions are:
a) Student Body President
b) Viee President
e) 14 at,.Iarge Senator Positions
, •Piek up your applieations in the Student Governm.ent offiee or
in University Organizations offiee. Applieations are due baek
to University Organizations by Ap~ 30, 1997.
•As a eandidate you must attend one of the two mandatory meet•
ings on May I, 1997, 10-11 a.m.• or May 2, 1997, 1-2 p.m.
•Voting will be on Tuesday and Wednesday. May 6 & 7.
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Art exhibit explores issues Briti§h poet
Lesbian, gay suffering throughout history highlighted
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

After one of the largest openings the

Kiehle Gallery has ever hosted, the exhibit
"What We Endured for Love," by
former SCSU professor Merle
Sykora, continues to attract .students
and the community.
The exhibit is a retrospective
commentary on what the gay and
lesbian communites have endured
throughout history, specifically from

World War Two to the present.
"Merle is an artist, first and
foremost," said Virginia Bradley, art
department chairwoman and Kiehle
Gallery director. "He's a constant

visual marker."
"What We Endured for Love"
includes a combination of snapshots,
newspaper articles, political cartoons and,
Sykora's specialty, woven pieces. Most
items feature a pink triangle, a symbol for
homosexuals around the world.

One of Sykora's favorite pieces, entitled
'The Men With the Pink Triangle," is a

homosexuals were victims of the
Holocaust," Sykora said.
combination of pink and black triangles
The triangle was used to mark gays and
with pages from a book about homosexuals lesbians who were then imprisoned in the
concentration camps.
"I think it's a very strong statement
regarding.the Holocaust and hate of all
kind," said Sykora.
Another of Sykora's favorites
involves Jesse Helms, a congressman
known for passing discriminatory
legislation
and
a
newspaper
article claiming that homosexual
tendencies in a person ma)' _cause
their homophobia The piece is
called "Jesse Helms, et al,"
and, according to Sykora, it
represents some of the hate that goes
Merle Sykora
on today and is carried out by
ARTIST AND FORMER SCSU PROFESSOR
legislators.
The inspiration for Sykora's work
during the Holocaust and the origin of the came when he traveled to the Czech
pink triangle.
Republic last year.
"I'm surprised at the number of people
who were unaware of the fact that
Go TO SYKORA, PAGE ·15 •

I think it's a very strong
statement regarding the
Holocaust and hate of all ·
kind.

It's Sesame Street Live

brings Monty
Python humor
tocampu$

. Les Barker is bringing his
poetry and a workshop
by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

What exactly iS a, poet'? Are there specific
guidelines or standards? No. Absolute freedom and
self-expression are vital comp:ments of poetry.
The Literary Arts Committee's purpose is
bringing diversity to SCSU and this week will be
bringing to this campus a poet known for his
British-style·
humor Les
Barker.
A combination
of
wit,
intelligence,
comic relief and
word play help
Barker create his
very own standard
of
poetry,
according to press
releases
describing
the
poet's
perfomances.
While earning
awards
· and
publicity,
he
entertains
and
shares his talent
with
others.
According to one
reviewer, previous
audiences have
been reduced to
"quivering
wrecks," cry"ibg
with laughter at
his witty poems
and recitations.

Les provides
another
approach to
literature and
poetry. He is
very
intellectual and
tal.ented with a
unique British
wit and ability
to play on
words,
Janice Courtney
Walker

UPB ASSISTANT
.DIRECTOR

''Les provides another approach to literature
and poetry. He is very intellectual and talented
with a unique British wit and abi lity to play on
words," Janice Courtney Walker, assistant director
or the University ProgJillming Board, said.
Barker's combination of British wit and Monty
Python style provide the character for his
perfonnance. His credentials include 54 books,
sev~ral solo albums and extensive travelling. He
has also been a football player, run a marathon and
hosted a radio show.
Barker's perfonnance includes a mixture or
bizarre and hilarious stories, serious yet attractive
tales, great jokes and a lot of laughs, according to
several previous attenders.

Barker will be at SCSU on Wednesday, April

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHaroGRAPHfR

"One, one apple. Ha, ha, ha! Two, two apples. Ha, ha, ha." The Count and other well~oved and remembered characters
including Big Bird and Cookie Monster, sang and danced and entertained audiences at the National Hockey Center
on Sunday aftemoon. There were two other perfonnances In addition to Sunday's. The sunny clays gang also
~tertained with performances on Friday and Saturday.

23. The poetry reading, sponsored by the UPB, ·is
at 7 p.m. in the Quarry at Atwood Center. In
addition, there will be a poetry works/:wp with
Barker from 2-4 p.m. in the Atwood l.ittle Theater
that same day. For the workshop, sign up in the
UPB office because oflimited seating. Both events
are free of charge to SCSU students and $3 for the
general public.
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Press-style band rocks 'em hard at the Carpet
by Tamera J. Manning
LIVE MUSIC CRITIC

Los Angeles band HD Loudertrain and
the F.V.B. played the Red Carpet April 15.
Zander, who plays lead and rhythm gujtar
and lead vocals
wouldn't disclose
what the F. V.B. stands
for, but said that any
hard-coreAerosmith
or Beatles fan would
be able to figure it
out.

Zander said that
although a band with
their musical style
would usually play the Press Bar, being that
they are more hard rock, they really enjoy
playing at the Red Carpet. "The)' have a
great PA system here, it's one of the best ·
places to play because of the gocxl people
here," Zander said'.
The group as a whole has a whaling
sound with a tight precision. Their first CD
is titled 4X4, and on Wednesday they _played
a few of the cuts from the disc.

One of the songs "Will You Ever Know"
has a haunting quality to it. It's the type of

song you hear in your head long after it has
. Zander said that the tour-has taken them.
also said that all they are out for is to have a
gOOO time and it seems that their goal is
been over.
so far, to Flagstal(Arizona, Albuquerque,
The group also covered songs fro m the
Denver, Omaha, and St. Cloud.
being accomplished after seeing them play.
70's era (No not disco). They played
Although the tour has been going great
There is a kinship among Loudestrain
Nazareth, Jimi Hendrix, Queen
themselves and the fans that
and Aerosmith to name a few.
came out to hear them play.
Zander ha,<, been playing
On the 4X4 CD theY have
guitar for the past 15 years, and
guest 111usicians and singers
and, at the Carpet, friends of the
along with the other gµys in the
band jammed with them on a few
band, they ,have a full-body
different tunes.
We want to have a good time and sound th~ reminded me of a :
The band consists of Zandei-;
few different groups ranging
make a living. We want to be as
Satoshi, who hails from Tokyo,
from Black Sabbath to Stone
Japan also plays lead and rhythm
Temple Pilots.
successful as possible, without
guitar; 1im William's, originally
For the future of
from LA. plays drums; and for
Loudertrain, Zander said they
compromising too much.
this tour, Angelo Bizzitto from
don't want to sign just any
contract. "We want to have a
Venice, Italy is filling in for their
Zander
regular biss player Pat Lynch. ·
good time and make a
Lynch wasn't able to b~
living," Zande'.r explained. "We
HD LOUOERTRAIN AND THE F.V.B.
prior commitments he had back
want to be as successful as
in LA.
_
for the guys, they did have some problems
possible, without compromising too
I had a chance to speak with Zander
in Albuquerque when the van that they are
much."
before the band started their two sets of
traveling in was broken into and their
The group definitely has the possibility
the evening. Loudertrain is based in Los
clothes and some of their personal
of success considering their combined
Angeles, but they are currently on a tour
possessions were stolen.
talent.
which brought them to Zander's hometown,
This hasn't broken the spirit of these
If anyone knows what F.V.B. stands for
St. Cloud, where he was happy to see the·
guys though. Zander said tha.t the band's
please contact the University Chronicle at
familiar faces of family and fans.
motto is: 'Harri drivin' ass kickin' rock!' He 255-4086.

RAIN FoRFSr REscUE, To IIEIP SAVE HALF OF
·THE PiANrs AND ANiMAfs ON EARTH
Inthe rai~ forest,' the sounds of fires and bulldozers are replacing
·

thesoundsofriature.

Join The National Arbor Day Foundation and support Hai': forest
Resc\Je to help put a stop to the destruction. When you 10m, the
Foundation will preserve threatened rain forest in your name.
An area of rain forest the size of 10 city blocks is burned
every minute. Help stop lhe destruction. Before the
sounds of nature are replaced by the sounds of silence.
To contribute to

Rain'. l'orest Rescu~ call
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At CoMMUNFTY BKJRESOURCES. you can

give the gift of life·
and earn money to
'

pay for your
memories of spring
break. Thousands of

.,~~*
'<>

Your donation is

so

people Just like you
rely on plasma
products to five
healthy norm;;I lives.

important to others, you are

compensated for·your time.
Plasma donations are completely safe &
easy. You can use this time to study, relax, or
remember the good times with your friends

on

Spring Break '97.
For more Information or to schedule an
appointment call 259-6300.
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t:Jeanm,:e Items 30-60% olll

Community Bio-Resources
2019
Mon.- Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

Stearns Way
6 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
6 a.m. - 4 p.m:
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.

603 Mall Gennain......Downtown St. Cloud
251-8962
Rag; tock has been Recycling For Over 40 Years

Mon-Fri 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat IO a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun noon-5 p.m.
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Sykora

PAGE 13

'The idea sort of kept going and going .
while I was there," he said. "By the time I

got back it was pretty much a foll-blown
idea. I knew lhad to do it."
Sykora's exhibit has been well-received
and has gained positive attention since its
opening on Apri l 9.
"I wanted to challenge society," said
Sykora, who taught for 31 years. "I may not
be a teacher anymore, but I'll.never really be
out of the classroom."
Sykora also said he hopes his exhibit will
help combat '1omophobia.
. '1 think people will gain insight into the
hate that still prevails in the world today,"
Sykora explained.

The exhibit will run until May 2. It is
open free of charge to the public.

Merle Sykora's exhibit "What We
Endured for Love" can be viewed in
Kiehle's main gallery until May 9. The
multi-media exhibit explores human
themes including homosexuality and
spirituallty.

How to talk Minnesotan in England
by Billy Whalen

Since Alnwick is located in
different dialects which produce
Northern England (the Geordie
diff~[!~;~an;~n dialects are
area), and is a small town, it's very
If there is one thing we
Geordie (Northern England) and
comparable to.a small Minnesota
town • lots of gossip and thick
Minnesotans take for granted it's
Chaukney (Southern England). I
an understanding of our language
didn't know what to expect I just
accents.
- the Midwest has a
thought it would be
I walked into a local bookstore
my first week heri to ask for
language all its own.
easier to pick up on.
We do have the most
One of the first times directions to a local bakery. 1ne
proper dialect in our
I encountered problems , cashier said, "Right. You go just up
country, but as the the
with the English was in
the street, yeah. And then tum left
movie "Fargo" pointed
a conversation I had
·like. you can't miss it, it's got a
out: "Yeah we sure do
with one of the guards
brilliant lookin' sign on front. It's
sound a bit different at
of Alnwick Castle,
quite lovely, actually."
times, you betcha So
where I Jive. "Well,
'Thanks, I appreciate it. Have a
ow about that weather
good evening. How are
nice day, now" I said. "Cheers."
today?"
L----51"""'----' you doing?" I
Having traveled a few places
If anyone has traveled
announced most cheerfully.
around England, I have come to
anywhere outside of !:he Midwest,
"Yes, yes fine. You all right'!'
notice the more prominent slang
they can spot a significant change
he mumbled.
words to be "like," ''yeah" and
in language understanding. Take
"Pardon me," I said, still trying
"right." All right, so what's the
sout!iemers for example. Walk into to hold my cheerful attitude.
whole point or moral to all of this
any restaurant for dinner and a
"You all right, yeah?" he
crap Whalen? You ask.
typical introduction is, "How y'all
mumbled even faster.
Well it's quite simple: Enforce
doin t'qight? What kinda Coke can
''Oh, I'm okay, I haven' t been
proper grammar! We must not let
ah get'cha started with?" Of course sick in a few weeks. Well, I'll see
ourselves be overcolTle by slang
your first reaction is, 'They have
ya later." I said, with a sinking
tenns and phrases...If we
different flavors of Coke?"
feeling that was not answer he was accomplish this we shall show the
Every part of the country has its looking for.
world we are smarter than the
own slang tenTlS and accents -it's
Later I found out "all right" is
~glish and every other country
what makes America, well,
the English version of the
and then world dominance will be
America Everyone has aJl
American phrase, "How are you
near! Seriously, the moral would
understanding about our country's
doing?" It is not asking whether or probably be that there really is no
different dialects.
not you are ill or have just fallen
difference between languages. Just
No matter where We travel we
down.
because someone speaks with a
understand the dialect because it's
Needless to say I have avoided
funny accent or uses different
virtually all the same -Americllf!.
further confusing situations, by just slang, we automatically think of
Here in Eng,and it's somewhat the
saying "Hello."
them as foreigners or whatever,
same in that respect, but you have
OVERSEAS COLUMNIST

whether we realize it or not we
treat them as such.
I'm not referring to this just on
a global scale, but a national or
even local level. Don't you
automaticaUy want to mock a
Texas or Pennsylsvania accent or
treat those people differently'? I'm
sure at one point or another in our
lives we have subconsciously done
this.

It's human nature.
Aren't we all essentially
foreigners with our different
dialects? Language can be a tough
. barrier to" break but once you do,
you begin to see the many
similarities between cultures. We
all have similar thoughts and
feelings. I believe they call it being
human

______________ Uajversify
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Classes in the
arts should not
be removed from
public schools

St'loNS ti

.

~~

THIM~ ITS 51\f

Classes in all forms of the arts, from public speaking to
music to drawing, are disappearir:ig from our public schools at
an increasing and alarming rate. Recently there was a proposal
to cut all theater classes, as well as some language arts and
advanced placement classes from the curriculum at Apollo High
School in St Cloud.

Many people claim the arts are not important Or essential.
Many claim you do not need tO learn about the arts to be
successful in a career. Talcing part in at least some form of art
teaches students a lot of essential qualities and skills that could
never be learned in classes deemed more essential and relevant.
Art classes give students an understanding of different people
and cultures that they might not have otherwise been introduced
to. Students need this understanding in order to be able to deal
with the different people they will come in contact with in the
"real world." Art exposes students to.different cultures so that
they know how to approach people whose background is much
different than their own, a skill that is needed in our everexpanding world economy.
Class'es in music, theater and public speaking give students a
chance to perform for others. This opportunity to perfonn
allows students to build their confidence and to present
themselves well to others. These skills are essentia1 in the eyes
of potential future employers and colleagues.
Also, English classes are spending less and less time on
grammar and writing skills. Students, even seniors in college,
are unable to put words and phrases into a rpeaningful sentence.
Who cares what a person knows about business and finance or
science and math if they are unable to articulate their
knowledge in a correctly written or spoken sentence?
Employers certainly don} care.
We should protect the arts in our schools because of the
valuable and ~xtensive lessons they teach.
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St. Cloud beauty does exist
It just takes a little more effort to find
A couple of my friends
from high school once came
to visit me in St. Cloud. As we

Campus beautification
projects have been initiated to
make the grounds more

bit, and if-sketehes and '
blueprints are any indication,
it should prove to be an

:~~~:,~:::,1one o
my [ visua11~
i f a~~:!~ ~:er
aru;~~\~~~;U isn't a
the window.
planted, the grounds
mole on an otherwise
"Hey, is that the
between
gorgeous cityscape. St. Cloud
prison?"
Administrative
has its architectural gems, like
I glanced out the
Services and
the old Stearns County
window.
Centennial Hall have courthouse and some of the
"No, that's St.
been elaborately
business buildings downtown,
Cloud State."
landscaped.
, but it's really nothing to holler
"Oh."
These vaJiant
about. As yo~ move farther
I realized not too loilg after undertakings have managed to west, things get even less
coming to SCSU that
partially improve the look of a distinctive.
buildings like Holes, Steams,
campu·s which can look a little
In my opinion, the m<?st
'Hill-Case, Sherburne,
too dull.
beautiful place in the St
Headley, Brown and the
University photographers,
Cloud area, a place of which
newer part of Shoemaker all
in their search for appealing
the city should be justly
have an architecture
photographs for campus
proud, is Riverside Park, and
reminiscent of military
literat\ire, have done the best
its accompanying Munsinger
bunkers.
job in finding the attractive
Gardens. ·
The irony of my friend's
spots of our campus.
The beautiful grounds are
question is that the
Do I think the
,,
•
well-maintained,
correctional facility is far
campus needs a ===j-•■r=== and once spring
more architecturally striking
face-lift? Yes.
has rea11y settled
than the SCSU campus as a
Do I think the
in and things
whole. Unfortunately, much of place is a
'Hey, is thaJ: begin to bloom,
the campus has a very generic, hideous eyethe
on?' the park on the
undistinguished 100k.
sore? No.
river becomes a
Some buildings are
Do I propose
'No, that's
veritable oasis in
distinctive, even attractive.
knocking down
St. Goud StaJ:e.' a grey urban
North Shoemaker has its
all the ugly
'Oh.,
jungle.
charm, but perhaps the most
buildings and
Amazingly,
outwardly pleasing building
plunging
- - - - - - - - from across the
on campus is Riverview.
millions of dollars into reriver, even the SCSU Campus
Apparently the university
building the campus? No.
looks picturesque.
administration thought so too,
The buildings, such as they
While things may not look
since the small riverview
are, are here to stay.
all that seemly on the west
tower (the one supposedly
Campuses don't change
side, take a walk to the park
home to bats) has appeared as
rapidly. The addition of a
and spend some time there.
a logo on many campus
behemoth new library at
Perhaps then you'll find things
mailings.
SCSU will change the scene a aren't so dreary after all.

pr;s•

• •
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Gingrich loans
out his credibility
I love politics. All kinds of outrageous things _happen only in
politics. For instance, you can rack up a $300,000 fine and
then decide whether to pay it out of your owrr pocket, or with
campaign donations. That's right. Money that people have
given in good faith to elect a politician may be use,d to pay off
ethics violations.
That's what Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich has been
doing for months, trying to decide whether he should pay his
fine himself or not. That's what it's like to live in the realm of
politics. It's like an ethical Bennuda
Triangle where nonnal rules of right and
MEDIA
wrong disappear and you can bend the
MEDITATIONS
rules to fit your needs. I mean, how many
In some of his more recent ads, Mr. Pretend the New Intemati6nal Version, Mark 2: 15
of us could receive a government fine and
said that, because Jesus told his disciples to
reads, "While Jesus was having dinner at
then decide whether it comes out of our
"dispose
of all their possessions," he was a
Levi's house... "
own pocket?
hypocrite, since he owned a house. This is
This gross misrepresentation of scripture is
Well, Newt has made his decision to
questionable enough when you consider the
only one example (I'd document them all, but I
pay the fine himself (translation: he
contexts
in
which
Christ
gave
that
only
have so much space) of the hilariously
calculated it lo be too much of a public
sloppy scholarship with which Mr. Pretend
commandment.
relations disaster to pay it with campaign
However, Pretend's allegation that Jesus
conducts his "research." His failure to
contributions). And now that he's decided
consider a verse in the context of the previous
to do this, he's opened a whole new can of owned a house comes from Mark 2:15, which
BY JASON
states
in
the
King
James
Version,
"And
it
came
·
verse is just plain embarrassing, to himself and
wonns
with
the.
"how."
Gingrich
has
taken
LETIIERT
to atheism in general.
out a loan to pay the fine. Now, taking out to pass, that, as Jesus sat at meat in his
house
...
"
Taken
alone,
that
sounds
like
Jesus
For one last example, look at the claim that
a loan from a bank is questionable-you wouldn't want to show
Jesus' prayer wasn't answered. Jesus prayed
owned a house.
any signs of a conflict of interest. So, Gingrich, in his· infinite
But slap the previous verse on there, and the that Peter's faith would not fail, and two out of
wisdom, has secured the loan from fonner senator Bob Dole,
results sound considerably different. "14) And the three examples Pretend g'ives of Peter
who just took a job as a lobbyist.
as he passed by, he saw Levi the son of
faltering (not failing) come before Jesus said
_ _ __cTha
::::t:'s~
: right.~One of the most powerful men in.America has
Alphaeus sitting at the receipt of custom, and
the prayer. Skeptically question everything.
en a oan out from a man whose job is to influence
said unto him, Follow me. And he rose and
American legislation. I respect Bob Dole, but I still don't feel
followed him. 15) And it came to pass, as
comfortable with the speaker of the house owing money to a
Jeremiah Jennin9s
Jesus sat at meat in his house... " Jesus was
lobbyist. There is already too·much lobby influence in
Senior
eating at Levi's house, not his own. In fact, in
Washington,.and this won't help.
English
In fact, this situation brings up another one of Washington's
dirty little secrets. After a successful career of 50 years of
learning the system, making connections, and collecting
favors, it's considered a congressman's reward to get a
lucrative job working as a lobbyist. A lobbyist can make
millions using the knowledge and clout he or she acquired on
the taxpayers' time.
I think Dole.has served his country faithfully, but if his new
job is to use that clout to get a billion dollar tax break for some
Why is the grading system
a 10 percent spread per grade. or so students at SCSU I
huge company... y.rell, that takes quite a bit of the luster off his
the way it is at SCSU? What
This means that 89 percent
3 venture to say that they can't
service. How would we feel if a great War hero retired friJm
I mean is, why is the grading
and 80 percent are both B's.
be divided in four groups: A,
service and took a job consulting for the Libyans? Add to this
system A, B, C, D, and so on? If you're a student that pulls
B, C, and D. There are
the fact that lobbyists are rarely doing work that the common
Whatever happened to those
out 80 percent at the last
students who are B+ people,
citizen wou ld benefit from or even remotely approve of. How
plus and minus signs that were minute to get a B, more power C+, C-, A-, etc.
many average citizens would support the actions of a lobbyist,
present in our pre-college
to you. If you're a student
I suppose that a total
say, from Lockheed Int., one of the largest global suppliers of
school days? I bring this up
that always just misses the A,
percentage system of grading
weapons and one of the most powerful lobbying forces in the
because our future employers
tough luck. If IO percent
would be best, putting your
country. Can anything their lobbyists do be in sync with what
do. They use GPA as one of a doesn't seem like much,
clasf percentage on the grade
the average American wants?
few ways to d~tennine our
multiply your GPA by 10
sheet instead of a letter.· This
Despite the obvious lessening of the speaker's credibility,
worth as an employee. The
percent, then add it on. A 3.0
would be even more precise.
Gingrich insists on the loan. By the way, the loan is far less
grading system at SCSU
GPA becomes 3.3 which looks That type of system seems a
expensive than any loan you or I could get from a bank, has no needs to change.
much better.
bit far off though. Let's try to
payments due for years and a lower interest rate than we would
The grading system used
The way I see it, by not
get those plus and minus signs
get also. I expect that Dole will have an easy time lobbying the by SCSU is not as precise as it using a plus and minus system used first.
GOP leadership over the next few years.
could be. Given that the
your GPA could be off by up
Why can't Gingrich use the money from his cable teaching
average class uses the
to 0.3 either way._ I say this
Mike Schmidt
class? By the way, an argunient can be made that he go_t that
st;mdard 90 percen~ 80
because using plus and minus
Senior
job because he was speaker of the house. Why can't he pay the percent, and such cutoffs for
would make three divisions in
Electrical Engineering
fine with the money he got from his million dollar book deal
letter grades, you're looking at each letter grade. With 14,000
with the News Corp. subsidiary? The same book deal that was
signed right before billion dollar legislation that benefitted
University Chronicle encourages qlI readers lo share their tlwughJs.
News Corp. Are we to believe that the only way for the
All letters must be typed, under 300 words and include name, year in school, major, a phone
Speaker to pay •off his fine is to ask a special interest group to
Letter number and signature. AdditionaJly, faculty and staff must include position and department, and
give him a loan? For a professor of history, the Speaker has a
:~-:.t~~7e;g7~u, name and city of residence. We reserve the right to edit for grammar,
remarkably short scope of vision.

Mr. Pretend misrepresents
reality of scriptures

r!
~

SCSU grading system

needs to change

Policy

Send letters to University Chronicle, 13 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 ore-mail
them to: chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu. Call 255-4086 if you have any questions.
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Housing
1'5 AND 2'5 NEEDED

to fill four-bdrm. apts. and houses.
Heat pd., dishwasher, micro., /J./C.
Summer and fall. Maintained
buildings. EPM, 251-6005.
1, 2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer

lease. Located on Campus Clipper
bus route. Michigan Place
Apartments. 654-8300.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS:

available summer only. Dishwasher,
micro., NC, free parking, campus
close. EPM, 251-6005.

1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Great amenities, close in location.
Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.
1, 2, 3AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Summer discounted rents, June,
July and August. $260-$375. Low
security depostt. 654-8300. •
1 AND ONLY PLACE TO RENT
for fall 1997. $185/month. Includes

heat, water, garbage and basic
cable. Under new management.
Close to campus. Limited access
building. High Point Apartments.

Classifieds

1 STOP SHOPPING.
Variety of apartments. 1-4-bdrm.
Close to campus, bus Line, parking,
on-site. laundry. Call Sharon, 6548300.

1-BDRM. APT AVAILABLE NOW.
$380/month. Heat. water, garbage,
parking included. located on
campus bus line. 654-8300.

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friclay edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines,.costing $2. Prices
are per issue.
,
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal business hours.

2-BDRM. APT. '$490/MONTH.
Heat, water, ·garbage included, onsite laundry., located on bus line.
654-8300.

(jetti.ng
New & Nearly New
bridal gowns
300 in stock

$300-400!
Stop by

'I1ie '.Britfa!outlet
( ~ to 5th

fs'fs7Iffeep Centu)

259-9673.

1-BDRM. APT.
$260/month. June, July and August.
SE side, parking, laundry. Call
Sharon, 654-8300.

Policies:

2, 3, and 4-BDRM.
apts. for summer only. 259-9434.

2-BDRM. APTS.
$280-$325.
Summer
lease.
Volleyball court, picnic tables, onsite laundry. Call today, limited
availability. 654-8300.

2-BDRM. '$275/MONTH.
3 month summer lease. Close to
campus, on-slte laundry. 654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284, 251'9418.

1-BDRM. APTS.
starting June. 259-9434.

3-BDRM. APT.
1 or 2 bath. $360-$375. June, July
and August. A.C., on-site laundry.
654-8300.

$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreel parl<ing, $15. 259-4841.

3 MONTH SUMMER LEASE.
$115/month, June-August. A/C,

. $115/MONTH.
June, July, & August. NC, D.W.,
microwave, mini-blinds, huge bath.
259-9673.
$185?
That's right! Only $185/month.
Individual lease *4-bdrm. apt.
Perfect for your group of 3 or 4. NC,
D.W., Microwaves, large bath,
modem kitchen. Close to campus!
Perfect for your 1997-98 housing
needs. 259-9673.
$185/MONTH' FALL '97.
Single room in al 4-bdrm. apt.
Includes heat, water, garbage. Basic
cable included also!!! Call today •
259-9673. ,

$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
two-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.
$300/MONTH-4-BDRM. APT.
Large apartment close to campus.
Three month summer lease. Close
to campus. 654-8300.
710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
$600. Nine month leases. Electric
Heat, free parking. Dan, 255-9163.
A/C FOR SUMMER!!
$115/mo. for June, July & August.
Large rooms, modern kitchen
complete with D.W., microwave, lots
of cabinets. 259-9673.
ALL YOUR HOUSING NEEDS:
251-1814.

4Bdrm. ,\pis
Southside
~k
13thSt.S.

lftt

4Bdnn.Apts
Olympic I
Apts.
Ci0515thStS.

2Bdrrn.Apls
Parkside Apo.
6051l!hSt.S

1-4-BDRM. APTJ
summer lease. $115/mo. includes
basic cable, D.W., NC, microwave.
Close to campus, shopping, bus line
and entertainment. Call today! 2599673.

1 OR 2-BDRM. APT.
available now. $420-$485/month.
Heat includes. On-stte laundry,
located on campus bus line. 6548300.

AMENmES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, NC, one and a hatt
baths. Riverside Property, 2518284, 251-9418.
APTS.
Room and efficiencies. Summer,
$99 per mon1h, fall, starting at $169
per month. Three and four-bdrm.
available. Select Properties, 2531154. Sign now and save.

OW., microwave, mini-blinds. High
Poin1 Apartments'. 259-9673.
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ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
apts. Eight locations, close to
SCSU, heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, Excel Prop. Mgmt 251·

~

4-BDRM. APT.1$295/MONTH.
June, Ju~ and August Bas~ cable
included, microwave, OW, AC, miniblinds. H~h Poin1 Apartments, 2599673.

AVAILABLE 611.
Large three-bdrm. near downtown.
Hardwood floors, very quiet.
$865/monlh. Includes hea\ electric,
parking, one year lease. References
required. For appt., 259-4039.

97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Houses, apt. houses and apt.
buildings.
Responsible
and
respectful young adults wanted.
Dan, 255-9163.

AVAILABLE:
Efficiencies/studio/single rooms.
Call Campus Management, 2511814.

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
single rooms and 4
bedroom apartments
for summer and fall.

• 1V & phon jacks
all bdmis.

• Parking, carports,
garbages
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves, & more

Call 251-6005
AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
fall. Private rooms and four-bdrm.
apts., heat paid, dishwasher, micro.,
NC., campus close. 251-6005.
BALCONIES FOR SUMMER!
$290-$325. June, July and August.
On-stte laundry, bus line. 654-8300.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. near d.t. and
Cobom's. Twelve month leases
beginning 6/1 or 9/1. $310-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.

NOW LEASING
SUMMER!
BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbed<".
Two
showers,
dishwashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.

CEDAR SQUARE EAST.
Special: one month free. One-bdrm.
$390, two-bdrm. $410-$445. Lots of
amenities including pool. On clipper
BENTONWOOD.
3/15 and 4/1. One and two-bdrm. bus line. 251 -3617.
apts. SE St Cloud, jnct. hwy. 10 and) _ _ _ __ _ _ __
23. Dan, 255-9163.
CHARLAMAINE APT'S.
1997 summer's best choice. Across
BENTONWOOD.
from SCSU! Attractive, clean, quiet,
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on smoke-free, well cared for building
bus line. $375-$400, twelve month with classic design. New untt and
lease. $425-$450, nine month common area carpet. Practical price
lease. Jnct. Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan, and more pert<s like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserved heated
255-9163.
parking, dishwasher, microwaves.
Surlner rentals include garage or
~-------~
reserve parking spot. (Limtted
number of garages for summer
1
special). Tour us b/4 u make
your choice! Call 240-0234 to
take a look.
>-IOUsa'AINTERS

"'keside

~ll]

NOW HIRING IN
THE TWIN CITIES

Great Full-time
Summer Job
Opportunities
•Crcwmanagers&paintersneeded
•Excellentpay&incentives
• Four day work week
•No experience necessary
• Paid training
• Year-round employment opponunities

(612) 942-9709

.CHECK IT OUT!!
Nice properties, great locations.
4, 5, 6 avenues, one block to
campus. Newly remodeled.
EFFICIENCY,
12
mon1h,
$345/mo. TWO-BDRM. APTS.,
12 mon1h, $275 each. Fall $315
each, summer $155 each
THREE-BDRM. APTS. 12
mon1h, $225 each. Fall $255
each, summer $135 each.
ROOMING HOUSE. Ninebdrrns, ten people. 12 month
$215, fall $245, summer $125.
Star Properties. Phone 2673291 or255-1274, Greg._
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Out the Perks
Campus Place
Apartments.

NowRl!nting
3 and 4 BRM Apts.
Witliin walking Distance'
to Campus

Amenities 1nclude:
• Free ~ff-streCfparking
• Free $50 gift <;ertificate

from eobornS
• Free heat, w;ter, and

'

garbage
•H-ee,stora.g~ ~:ti:~&Y (or,

biR:eS
•Free study room bn our 3
bedroom apartihen~

• Garagescand'~ic und'br
avaitnble

Othet Amenities Include:
• On,sight laundry
• Controlled enlries

• Dish.;;,,ashers, OlicrbWa\Yt:$,
A/C, and mini-~linds
$L99, pe,r pei:son on 4 BR~'$

$249 per person'oii 3

BRM'$

Alsq Renting for Surhrhe[
Starting at $125 per per§on

252-200(1
COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
dishwashers. 251-8284, 251-9418.
COLLEGIATEVIEW.
Two-bdrfn. apts. $450. Electric Heat.
Spacious, near Hockey Center.
Dan, 255-9163.
CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms.., heat paid, spacious.
Riverside Property. 251"·8284, 251·
9418.
EFFICIENCIES "
and cine-bdrm. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
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EFFICIENCY APT. FOR RENT
near SCSU. Summer, fall. Call Matt
at 253-5787, mornings.
EFFICIENCY APTS.

1311 Sixth Ave.

Three and twelve month leases
starting June 1. 400+ sq. ft., heat
pd., micro., NC. EPM, 251-6005.

2-3-

• Off-street parking
• Phone & TV JUCks
• Location on bus line
• On-site caretaker
• Paid heat and water

FEMALES:
private rooms in a two-bdrm. apt.
Summer, fan. Utilijies pd., laundry,
parlong. 251-4605.

FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
starting fall for three-bdrm. apt. Paid
heat, electric, cable and parking. For
more info., cal! Theresa, 202-1905.

bedroom apartments available

All units include:

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED.
Two-bdrm., one bath, pool. All
uUlities. Nice! 654-8526.

FEMALES:
Private rooms in two and threebdrm. apts. for summer and fall.
Utilities paid, ·laundry, pansing, clean,
quiet. 253-0451 .

~

S.

• Mini-bljnds
• Air conditioning
• Carpeting
• Dishwasher

• Microwaves

\1n~lc Surnrnc, 1ent.d, \}Oil
12 month leases for four bedroom apartmen~
$185 per month

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

from campus. 253-1154, Select
Properties.
SINGLES.
M/F, available immediately. $169 per
month. Select Properties, 253-1154.
SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
two large bdrms., close to SCSU,
cheap summer and fall rates.
Rwerside Property. 251-8284. 251·
9418.
SPLIT LEVEL FOUR-BDRM.
townhouse. Sumrrier and fall. Three
blocks from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
STATEVIEW.
. Four-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, dishwashers, microwaves,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
SUBLEASE SPRING QUARTER.
Single bdrms. in houses/apts. Dan,
255-9163.

people that don't have group of four.
259-0977.

fall-$480. Call Glen, 251-0029. If no
answer, leave message.

FIVE-BDRM. HOUSE
to share. One room open, available
immediately.
Free
parking,
washer/dryer. Call Timothy, 255·
0870.

HIGH POINT APARTMENTS.
Linder new mgmt., dishwasher,
microwave, large rooms, NC,
miniblinds. Fall rate-$185/person.
Summer rate-$115/person. Includes
heat, water and garbage. 259-9673.

M&M SUITES.
One room efficiencies available for
summer and fall. A/C, utilities and
expanded cable included. Mature,
quiet clientele. 259-9434.

SUBLET SPECIALS.
Large four-bdrm units one block
from new library site-on 4th Ave.
Dishwashers, micros, security, heat
paid.
Results
Property
Management. 253-0910.

Nice four.:d~.R~~~;e available
Sept. 1997. Call Rick Theisen at
250-2264 or 253-7373.

HOT SUMMER DEALS.
One-bdrm., $275/m., two-bdrm.,
$150/m., three-bdrm., $109/m. and
four-bdrm., $99/rn. 253-1154.

METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrms., close to
SCSU, decks, dishwashers. Heat
paid, A/C, security, garages, micros.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.

SUMMER & FALL
'97-98 school year. Two and fourbdrm. apts. located in a house.
$210·$255. All utilities except
electric. 259-9283, 252-6697. Call
259-9283, 252-6697.

NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bdrms.
with
decks, close to campus.
Garages,
security,
dishwashers, micros. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.

THREE-BDRM. APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 2535340.

FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in newer bldgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., NC, campus
close, Ex?9I Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
Many styles and locations. Heat and
cable paid. 253-1154, Select
Properties.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.:
Summer, $125/lall, $218. Call today,
251-1814.
FOUR' BDRM.,
close to campus. Microwave, NC,
laundry facilities, garages and
parking available. S110 summer,
$220 fall. 253-1320.
FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE, FEMALES
located on 13th Ave. S. Bdrms.
remaining: 1-$200/mo., 1-$240/mo.
Everything included. Available
surnrner~all. Call (320) 654-6742.
GARAGE AVAIL.
at 627 7th Ave. S. Summer, fall.
$40/rnonfh. 253-1610.
HALENBECK APTS.
Private rooms in large, two bath
apts. Still have fall openings. No
roomies? We specialize in matching

SUMMER
RENTALS
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Classic 500, Rhrer Ri<b!.e
Bridgeview South
Bridgeview West
Prices from

ana

~

I

f'!I'"'\

VifEE~~Y-

n
INCOME
t~ processing ·mllil

for

~ national company! Free
fl supplies. post.2.ge! No
~ selling! Bonuses! Slart

I

I immadiatefy.! Genuine
oppc:,:tunily! RumSAS.E.:
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HOUSE FOR RENT.
Located on 5th Ave., near SCSU. 10
bdrms-three bathrooms, off-street
parking, all utilities included. Call
240-3554.
. HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the most
complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163.
HOUSES FOR RENT
summer/fall. 11-bdrm., 4 bath·
$2300, 4+b<lrm., 2 ba1h-$1120. 6·
bdrm., 2 barth-$1550. Some utit.
paid. 251-7742.
HOUSES.
Great locations, quality living. 7bdrm.-13-bdrm.
Heat
paid,
responsible and respectful young
adults. Dan, 255-9163.

OLYMPIC II.
Three-four-bdrms.
near
Hockey Center. Four-bdrm.
split units with two fu!t baths.
Dishwashers,
micros,
security, garages and ports.
Heat paid. Results, 253·
0910.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM.
APTS.
Available summer and fall. Great
summer discounts. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
ONE-BDRM. APT.,
summer only. Laundry, no pets.
$195/rno. 253-5340.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. close to campus
for summer and fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave, NC, miniblinds, laundry. Yearly rates
available. Campus Quarters, 575
7th St. S. 252-9226.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. Heat paid,
well .maintained bldgs., eight
locations, close to campus,
dishwashers, parking, laundry,
Excel Prop. Mgmt 251-6005.

TWO AND THREE-BDRM. APTS.
Summer and fall. Call Allan at 251·
1010 or 253-3488.
TWO-BDRM. APT. FOR RENT
near SCSU. Fall only. Call Matt at
253-5787, mornings.
TWO-BDRM. APTS. ·
Nice, newer two-bdrm. apts. by
Halenbeck Hall. 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM. APTS. .
One block from , campus. Newly
remodeled, large bedrooms. 2531154, Select Properties.
TWO-BDRM. APTS,
sum1J1er.
Three-bdrm.
apts.,
summer and fall. Allan, 251-1010 or
253-3488.
TWO-BDRM.
in 4-pfex by Ha!enbeck Hall.
Summer/fall. Cati 251-8941.
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RAVINE APTS.
Fall 1997. 253-7116.
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LANCASTER PLACE.
Luxury off-campus living starting at
an affordable price, $210/person.
Spacious two and three-bdrm. 8.pts.,
modem light oak c'abinets, window
f_umishings, dishwashers, controlled
entries, .9-ttractive grounds, laundry
on each floor, garages and plug-ins
available. 252-2000.

amenities
you expect.

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and NC for
the older student. Utilities included.
700 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.

ROOMS FOR MALE
STUDENTS.
Surilmer rates $99/month. Also
seven rooms available for faU. All
utilities paid. Four blks. to SCSU:
Call 251-5246 after 4 p.m.

LARGE, TWO-BDRM. APT.
Free off-street parking, laundry,
microwave, newly remodeled, near
Halenbeck·Half. Summer rate-$250,

SEVEN-BDRM. HOUSE.
Available summer, $99 per
person. Fan, $229 per person.
All utilities included. One block

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

THREE-BDRM.
double wide mobile home. 15 min.
from campus. Save money. $9900.
Call Mark or Jon, 2_40-8281.

ROOMMATE NEEDED
to share three-bdrm. house
w/two mature students on east
side. UtilITies pd., free laundry.
$240/rno. 202-9598.
PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

RISING PHOENIX
.TATTOO STUDIO
16 - 21st Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
For Appointment or Consultation
Cal/ 320-255-7305 or 320-393-2654

.
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Here's a Bright Idea...
Summer-living at these fine locations:
University North Apts.
Metroview Apts.
Collegeview Apts.
Southview Apts.
University Apts.
Westview Apts.

327 S. Seventh Ave.
310 S. Eighth Ave.
1450 S. Fifth Ave.
523 S. 12th St.
339 S. Sixth Ave.
720 S. Seventh Ave.
Air Cond., Decks, Dishwashers, Microwaves
Not available at all locations

9114_,,ldllr, A()/- /rk,111 (),ill ,,_,- h/t:UK/,illll
1, 2, 3 & 4
br. apts.

Riverside Real Estate
251-9418 or 251-8284

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
in four-bdrm. apts. Located across
from Halenbeck: Hall. Female, rent
$ 199, spring quarter, heat paid,
whilpool. deposit $250. Call 2400234.
WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two

full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
WOMEN"S ROOMS FOR RENT

summer only. Across from campus
on 5th Ave. Hardwood floors,
washer, dryer, free parking, well
kept. Call Tony at 202-9686.

Attention
AFFORDABLE ACNE CARE
is available on campus. Consult with
our qualified staff. ~are our

work with you to determine a
shooting schedu~ that will frt into
your wedding day plans. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call 654-8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope. call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St Cloud.

Employment
$1 ,000'5 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

$1,000"5 POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Ton free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 lor
listings.

prices on your acne medication.
Health Service appointment: 2553193, pharmacy: 255-4852.

$1500 WEEKLY
potential mamng our cirrulars. For
~lo.• call (301) 429-1026.

ATTENTION ALL STU DENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
Fooo1odging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767, ext.A 199.

~~:!!~r::~~o~~~:$$$~i~~

info.: (800) 243-2435.

FOR MY MOM.
Name a star for Mom. Just $33.
(+$2.50 s&h) Celestial Registry.
(800) 446-3985 X1004.

COLLEGE STUDENTS!
Summer airline positions. Excellent
pay/lrenefits. Call today for more
information. (504) 429-9229 ext.
5311 A16.

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on ·$1. Delinquenrtax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
.current listings.
LOST:
Diamond ring. White-gold band.
Reward!! Call 240-0969.
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free (600)
·
218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
l~tings.
TOO BUSY FOR A RESUME?
Too busy to find a job? I can do your
resume, cover letter and salary
history. I have 1000's of job leads in
MN and U.S. (320) 253-9527.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barters, an cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Weds. lor ROTC and Guarp
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
·
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY.
Specializing in candids before,
during and after the ceremony.
Professional and courteous, will

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Earn to $2000+/mo. plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.). No
exp. necessary. Room,board. Ring
(919) 918-7767. ext. C199.
DUE TO OUR STRONG
GROWTH,
Automated Building Components•

++truss plant in l ong lake is
accepting
applications
for
assemblers. As team members,
these individuals assemble trusses.
Hours are flexible to your schedule,
for example, part-time now, full-time
during the summer months. 1st and
2nd shift openings. Qualified
appl~nls inust pass physical and
drug screen. Heavy lifting required.
App~ in person M-F. 7:00 a.m.-3:30
p.m.
Automated
Building
Components, 2145 Daniel$ Street
Long Lake. Equal Opportunity
Employer.
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R40, 2130 O'Neal
Lane, #127, Baton Rouge, LA
70816.
HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
CClfllK)flents at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
KCLD'S MUSIC IN MOTION
is looking for exciting, outgoing
people who are ~ to the challenge
of having fun. We are the areas
most professional and fun mobile
D.J. service and we would like your
talents and enthusiasm. We will
teach you how to become one of the
best in the business. Call Derek at
252-4000.

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT.
Want to work in America's national
parks, forests and wildlife preserves
with excellent benefits and
bonuses?
(SeasonaVsummer)
Leam how from Outdoor Information
Services. Call: (206) 971-3624 ext
N56816.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING.
Plus forests, beach resorts,
ranches, rafting companies. Up to
$12/hour. Nation-wide openings.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext.R199.
NOW HIRING.
Part-time sales positions for next
fall: ski clothing, ski hard goods, ski
mechanics. Fitzharris Ski & Sport.
Call Steve or Dave, 251-2844.
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Private Rooms
Avoid the parking problems and the extra
time it takes to get to class each momjng ...
Liue rig ht off campus, 11et enjo11 all the
benents of campus living .
Conve~ientJy located across the street from campus on 3rd
Avenue South. The building has off street parking, garages,
lau~dry facilities and cable TV. Avai lable for summer and/or :
next school year.

Summer rent: under $100 per month
During school year: $1'70 per month and up
This is not a partY house and smokers need not apply! To see
for yourself. call for an appoif!tment.
Call Bob at 251-8211

Hiring waitstaff and housekeepers.
Intimate resort with uncommonly
good working· environment Room
and board availabk!. 6415 Lost Lake
Rd.• Lake Shore. MN 56468. (218)
963-2681: www.lostlake.comfjObs.
him.e-mail:jobs@losllake.com.
WANTED:
summer camp staff. Be outdoors
and learn new skills, gain
experience working with children
while eamiilg money. Coed youth
camp. 30 min. SW of Metro. Seeks
20 energetic, responsible adults.
Counselors,
cooks,
gr6unds
maintenance and janitorial. Training,
salary, housing and meals. 12 full
weeks of employment. Men
encouraged to app~! Call (612)
474-8085.

For Sale
1991 FORD PROBE.
85K. sporty. great condition. Asking
$5500. 743-4434.
MOUNTAIN BIKE!
'96 Stump Jumper, aluminum 20.5,
rock shox, LX & XT bar ends,
computer and extras. $1200 rtt., will
salvage $799. John. 203-7056.
broghj01@tigger.

Personals
CHRIST'AND SATAN
are REAL! Consider it pure joy when
you face trials of many kinds
because the testing of your faith will
develop perseverance (Jm. 1:23).
Then you will know the tnrth and the
truth will set.you free!

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

PART-TIME MORNINGS,

7 a.m.-10 a.m., five days a·week,
retail cleaning. Part-time days, M·F,
8 a.m.-3 p.m., residential deaning.
Part-time eves., S-R or M-F, three to
five hours per night. Full-time eves.,
5-R, 4:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.• heavy
duty flOOf care and deaning. Call
Jodee. 251-4385.
ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL
has a variety of part-time positions
that may work with your school
schedule. For a great work
experience and more infonnation,
view our fob posting in the Student
Employment Office in the
Administration Bldg. #101. Unit
support
and
housekeeping
(deaning), health unit coordihator
(clerical),
dining
assistant
(cashierin9'stocking), patient care
extende r 1 (ETC admissions),
patient care assistants (CNA),
behavioral observation assistants,
medical records, mail clerk and
transportation escort. We seek
responsible individuals who have
worked in culturally diverse
environments. EOE-drug/alcohol
screen. Smoke-free environment
SUMMER JOBS!!
Summer jobs!! New England
summer sports camp! Over 50
positions available! Call Camp
Wlnadu at (800) 494-6238.
SUMMER RESORT WORK.
lost Lake Lodge near Brainerd, MN.

Premiere Student Housing
c-t Heated Swimming Pool
c-t FREE Parking/Outlets
'c-t Sand Volleyball Court
c-t Heat and Water Paid
c-t Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-t Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c-t Keyed "Bedroom Locks
c:--t Microwaves/Dishwashers

c-t Air Conditioning
c-t Large Storage Room
e-" Frost-free Refrigerators

Laundry Facilities
c-t Vending Machines
c-t Campus Clipper & Mel!(> Bus
~ Individual Leases
c-t Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

(!'"+

Call 252 2633

